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Gutted Double Diagonal
« on: May 12, 2008, 08:13:53 PM »

naturalogarithm

What is it 

Ri$k Doctor Gutted Double Diagonal

« Reply #1 on: May 14, 2008, 06:39:44 AM »

Perhaps it is a short Straddle against a long Guts Strangle in a deferred month?  Where did you come across this term?

naturalogarithm Gutted Double Diagonal
« Reply #2 on: May 15, 2008, 03:37:32 PM »

Apparently, it's the same as a strangle swap which is a short straddle on the front month, and a long strangle the back month.

Ri$k Doctor Gutted Double Diagonal
« Reply #3 on: May 15, 2008, 05:19:44 PM »

Makes sense that that is what it is.  Makes no sense to trade it.

naturalogarithm Gutted Double Diagonal
« Reply #4 on: May 16, 2008, 07:57:00 AM »

Isn't it a synthetic zero bond?

Why do you say it makes no sense--or is it for the fact that it's an interest rate play more than anything else?

Ri$k Doctor Gutted Double Diagonal
« Reply #5 on: May 16, 2008, 09:46:36 AM »

A box may be compared to a bond and the difference between a Guts Strangle and a Strangle is a box.  However ITM options trade with wider bid/ask spreads than OTMs, making them 
less attractive to trade.  ITMs also have bigger deltas than OTMs so they are more risky to leg.
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boxman Expiration Straddle

« on: May 12, 2008, 12:50:45 AM »

What's the way to judge the value of the expiration straddle? i.e the front month FTSE ATM straddle is currently trading roughly 88 ticks - what's a good way of finding is this is be 
over/underpriced?

Ri$k Doctor Expiration Straddle
« Reply #1 on: May 12, 2008, 07:01:53 AM »

If the butterfly or calendar was dirt 
cheap, I would consider the play but 
recently the straddle was pumped in 
GOOG the day before expiration, where 
the $10 Iron was 8.00 credit allowing 
you to risk $2 to make $8.  GOOG 
spoiled the party, on the next day's 
open, with a $20 move.  

There is no free lunch and if you have 
a hunch and want to bet a bunch, be 
careful and make sure you can lose the 
whole lot.

CoachPhil Expiration Straddle
« Reply #2 on: May 15, 2008, 04:59:22 PM »

Natenberg mentions Expiration Straddles in his book "Option Pricing and Volatility".  Basically you need a theoretical edge in buying the straddle for less than the theoretical value.

The catch is deriving your own volatility estimates to determine if the market is over or underpricing those options with a day or two to expiration.  Certainly not an easy task but if you 
study a stock and its past price movements you might get a feel for how it moves and price it yourself to determine if it is under priced or overpriced and buy or sell accordingly or 
synthetically.

I don't know of any empirical way to determine if a straddle is over or 
under valued with just a few days to go. 
If I was attracted to an "over valued" straddle with the prospect of 
shorting it, I would check the historical charts to see likelihood of a 
sizable move (88 ticks in this example) from that point until expiry.
I would then look to see how relative that pricing would be by checking 
the iron butterfly and same strike calendar spread (straddle swap is the 
same as a calendar). 

Ri$k Doctor Expiration Straddle
« Reply #3 on: May 15, 2008, 05:24:32 PM »

If you determine that it is overpriced, would you sell it naked?  If not, what would you buy against it?

What if it is under priced?  Are you just going to buy it and cross your fingers for a move?  Perhaps gamma scalp it? 

The point is, that you have to have an opinion of what the underlying is going to do, first.  If you think there is going to be a move, you are a buyer.  If you think: non-event, you are a 
seller.  It does not really matter if it is a little cheap or a little fat either way.

It only matters if you are going to pair the FTSE up with another highly correlated index to buy one and sell the other to play based upon that relationship.
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kmollenkamp Market Growth/ Innovation
« on: May 12, 2008, 08:23:19 AM »

Many have worked at both stock and futures option exchanges.  
Where is the growth and innovation taking place in terms of option business?  
Was the stock option exchanges the first to go electronic? 
Which market offers the best in execution, tighter spreads, option execution platforms, innovation and/or option analytics? 
What is your favorite futures/ option execution platform?
Does it offer all of the features that ThinkorSwim offers in terms of execution and analytics?

Ri$k Doctor Market Growth/ Innovation
« Reply #1 on: May 14, 2008, 06:49:18 AM »

I believe that the greatest void in innovation has been the pltforms dedicated to futures options trading.

Futures was the first electronic platorm, followed by stocks and then stock options and now futures options.

Stock and Index options traded under the SEC as opposed to CFTC offers the best in execution, tighter spreads, option execution platforms, innovation and/or option analytics.

So far thinkorswim is the leader but gaining ground is Fidelity Pro.
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Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« Reply #2 on: April 28, 2008, 06:18:48 PM »

Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« Reply #4 on: May 04, 2008, 07:26:03 PM »

Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« Reply #5 on: May 05, 2008, 09:18:20 AM »

tarttatin Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« on: April 26, 2008, 06:18:37 AM »

Dear Charles and others:  I believe there's another free lunch in YHOO MAY calls. The YHOO 30/32.50 call vertical is selling for about 0.30.  Given Microsoft's recent rumblings, they will 
either keep their offer (not raising it) for YHOO (originally valued at $31 and currently worth less due to the significant drop in MSFT stock price) or they will walk away.  There's no other 
white knight --- and a tie up with Google would be structured as a business partnership not an acquisition --- thus doing little to boost YHOO stock price.  
This vertical, in my opinion, represents a $20 bill that you find on the street; a little smudged but hey there's no name on it so it's yours....of course every trader must do their own
independent evaluation of risks and rewards... Good luck with your trading...

Ri$k Doctor Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« Reply #1 on: April 27, 2008, 05:50:12 PM »

Where does YHOO or MSFT have to rally to for you to believe that are wrong?  Where will you take your loss?

tarttatin

This is one I'm watching....as a rule of thumb, if the option rallied to between 50% to 100% of the credit taken in, I would take the loss and be thankful it wasn't greater!  
Thank you for that helpful reminder

Ri$k Doctor Another free lunch in YHOO calls
« Reply #3 on: April 28, 2008, 06:28:32 PM »

Glad to see that you have those trading rules.

naturalogarithm

Good call

Ri$k Doctor

Bill Gates: "Never Mind"
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naturalogarithm
Newbie

Posts: 18

Would You Trust Someone With Your Money If
« on: April 28, 2008, 07:43:13 PM »

They held an FRM designation?  I'm trying to figure if he'd make a good money/fund manager--options fund, of course.

Any input would be greatly appreciated.

Ri$k Doctor Would You Trust Someone With Your Money If
« Reply #1 on: April 30, 2008, 08:13:26 PM »

I am sorry but I don't understand "FRM" and who "they" are?  Please explain further.

naturalogarithm
Newbie

Posts: 18

Would You Trust Someone With Your Money If
« Reply #2 on: May 01, 2008, 08:58:04 AM »

Financial Risk Manager...was once associated with PRM (professional risk manager).

Ri$k Doctor Would You Trust Someone With Your Money If
« Reply #3 on: May 01, 2008, 11:45:22 AM »

It is a great big world full of talent.  I don't know of them but they probably don't know of me either.  I hope they do good by you.
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Trading Combo Orders
« on: April 29, 2008, 05:57:22 AM »

naturalogarithm
Newbie

Posts: 18 Why is there a negative bid on my screen?  I use IB and when I entered a vertical, the bid showed -.04.... '>

Ri$k Doctor Trading Combo Orders
« Reply #1 on: April 30, 2008, 08:11:30 PM »

This is a result very wide bids and asks of each single option.  This is why you have to ask a little bit less than the middle "Mark" price for to 
get a quick fill from the Market Maker who lives for 'edge'.
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tarttatin free lunch in BSC puts?
« on: March 31, 2008, 12:00:15 AM »

Dear Charles and Others,

If you have not been following the dramatic news surrounding BSC (Bear Stearns), here is a quick recap: the Fed and US Treasury forced them into the arms of JP Morgan-Chase. 
Originally it was for about 2 to 2.50 a share with the Fed financing the deal (!!!) and assuming $30B (yes Billion) in risk on certain derivatives of BSC. 

This was revised last week, to about 0.21753 JPM shares (worth about $10 per share on March 20th when the revised deal came out but about $9.29 at this past Fridays price) plus JPM 
gets a lock up of 39.5% of new BSC shares (essentially guaranteeing that the deal will close and close soon!)  

Also, the new share issuance blocks any white knights.  BSC has traded over 11 and as of this past Friday around 10.5 which is well above the value of the deal, in anticipation of a white 
knight.  

Here is my suggested play:  Short the 7.50 puts naked.  Comments?  It seems like free money since JPM would have to decline to $34.47 which seems real unlikely based on its price 
chart.  Also, if there were a white knight or other suitor that would only positively impact the BSC price and again offer a free lunch for writers of the 7.50 puts!!!   

It seems like an arb deal made in heaven with virtually guaranteed close -- no regulatory objections -- and a soon close!!! of course there already are shareholder suits but they will 
probably grind on after the deal is done.  What is not to like?  My question is this; Assuming the above comments are correct, and assuming that I am willing to take the risk, what is the 
difference between selling the April, May, or July -- or further out in time, 7.50 puts?  If the deal closes above 7.50 do I get more money by selling the, further out in time, puts?  for 
example if the deal closes in April do I get my credit then in April even if the written put was in July?  Or do i have to wait until normal July expiration?  

Thanks, Art

Ri$k Doctor free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #1 on: April 01, 2008, 05:40:12 AM »

If the take under is completed before the options expire then all the options expire at that time.

Personally, I don't think it is worth the risk and that suprises can still happen especially that now with UBS (-$19B) and Deutsche (-$4B) getting mixed up.  Who else is going to be 
implicated in this crisis?  
QUOTE
It seems like an ARB deal made in heaven with virtually guaranteed close
I think there are better ways to make money than to sell these puts (APR: .10, MAY: .30, or JUL: .45) and is the ARB buying the JPM 35 puts (APR: .25, MAY: .75, or JUL: 1.30)?  

The Fed and JPM cannot go on supporting everyone and there are quirks that can throw a wrench into the current approval of the deal.

Be careful.

tarttatin free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #2 on: April 01, 2008, 04:16:59 PM »

Dear Charles,

Thanks for these words of wisdom.  I'll evaluate this situation carefully.  Others must have seen this opportunity as the premium for the BSC 7.50 and 10 puts has shrunk dramatically lately.
One thing I am very certain of; if the deal goes through, JPM is going to have strong powerful upside momentum lasting for several months.  To me that seems ideal for a diagonal (long far 
month ATM call, short current month OTM calls for time decay and reduced risk if wrong).  
We'll see!!
Art  



free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #3 on: April 01, 2008, 05:30:00 PM »

free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #4 on: April 24, 2008, 09:44:53 AM »

free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #6 on: April 27, 2008, 05:34:39 PM »

free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #8 on: April 28, 2008, 06:27:16 PM »

Ri$k Doctor

May the Force Be With You!

naturalogarithm

April '08 10 puts selling for .13...

Still "free lunch"?

tarttatin free lunch in BSC puts?

« Reply #5 on: April 26, 2008, 06:07:46 AM »

In response to naturalogarithm:  After careful evaluation, I decided not to touch the BSC puts for April, and instead to sell the 40-35 vertical on JPM.  My reasoning was based partly on 
the compensation factor (at or below 40, value to BSC holders would be 8.70 or less well below the promised $10 per share and secondly on support for JPM -- if I had to buy the shares, 
40 seemed like a very reasonable low price.  That JPM vertical trade worked out well with both puts expring worthless.  Looking at the options chains today, the BSC calls at 12.50 seem 
way overpriced.  JPM would have to be at 57.46 to justify BSC going out at that price; plus we are well into the merger review process by the government institutions and no other white 
knight has emerged.  It is my feeling that these calls are trading too high on hopes for a white knight and represent a good selling opportunity either alone or by doing the 12.50/15 
vertical for MAY.  More juice can be extracted by going out to JUN.  

Since my personal feeling is the market will trade higher through the summer, consider selling the MAY or JUN 10 puts and buying the 7.5 puts to reduce margin requirements.  I am 
currently in the same spread for MAY, short the MAY 40 puts and long the 35 puts....good luck with your trading!

Ri$k Doctor

Seems like you have a good handle on it all.

tarttatin free lunch in BSC puts?
« Reply #7 on: April 28, 2008, 06:14:52 PM »

Greetings!  I had sold the JPM 40-35 vertical for April; this expired worthless allowing me to keep the credit.  I did the same for May; this credit has shrunk due to time decay and the 
slight increase in JPM.  The June 40-35 put credit spread could be sold today for 0.28.  The deal is scheduled to close June 1.  As a disclaimer, each trader should independently assess 
the risk versus reward of any trade.

Ri$k Doctor

You are right and very brave.
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nhorowitz Help Needed with Naked Call Position
« on: April 16, 2008, 07:03:30 PM »

I wondered if anyone could offer me some suggestions on how to transform this Naked Call 
position into something less risky... 

Tuesday April 15th:
While POZN was around $10 a share, I sold short 600 POZN APR 12.50 Calls, each for 
~.805($48290).

That same Tuesday evening, a long awaited announcement was maid about one of POZN's 
drug products. 

Wednesday April 16th:
POZN spiked to $14.85 on Wednesday morning's open.  During the early morning price 
swings, I took defensive action by rolling the APR 12.50 up and out to the SEP 15s for a net 
credit of ~.109 ($6758.55).  I did the roll by legging, by selling high (avg price $1.76) and 
buying low (avg price $1.65).  POZN closed Wednesday at $13.50 with an Intra-day low of 
$12.80.

So, now I am short 600 POZN SEP 15 calls naked, each with a Delta of -.46 and a theta 
of .0058

Using the options chain below, what can this position be transformed into with more limited 
risk?  (For example a condor or butterfly, or one of your Darts--open to any suggestions):

Thanks in advance for your suggestions. 
Nick



Help Needed with Naked Call Position
« Reply #2 on: April 27, 2008, 05:22:11 PM »

arp Help Needed with Naked Call Position
« Reply #1 on: April 17, 2008, 07:12:21 AM »

Nick,

If you're still bearish on the stock, the simplest thing you can do is to turn it into a short call vertical (bear call spread) by buying equal # of 17.5 Sept calls.  At that point, your risk will 
be limited to distance between the two strikes (2.5) minus the net credit for the position. You can also reduce your size as well.  A condor or butterfly would make sense only if you think 
the stock will remain within a defined range until the SEP expiration - probably not likely.

Just FYI, drug stocks can make very large moves, much larger than their option premium (volatility) imply - so it's best to never use an unlimited risk strategy on them.

- Ali

Ri$k Doctor

I can never find a good reason to have naked exposure.  So you turned your naked short APR 12.50s into naked short SEP 15s for ~.91 (total) but have the same problem for a longer
period, now.  

Ali is right about drug companies and about the way to play it.

The first time I learned my lesson about naked shorts was in the GM pit in 1981 and all the people that I was buying them back, at a loss, were buying the next month out against them
to put on calendars at great prices.  I went out of business that day but they loved me and market makers will love you too if you have to scramble to play defense like this on a regular
basis.

The problem that I see was that you were bearish to begin with.  Ali was right about initiating a bear spread in the first place.  But after the announcement, wouldn't you say that you
were 'wrong'?  Would you still be bearish or just plain stubborn?  

To turn it into a condor or anything else is not an arbitrary thing but depends on your opinion from Wednesday on.  A slingshot would only be good if you thought it was going North of
17.50, so it would depend on opinion to dictate the right adjustment.
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tarttatin trading manuals
« on: February 10, 2008, 01:16:27 PM »

Dear Charles, 
As I'm going through your book, it seems that it would be a good idea if you would consider writing some trading manuals.  The trading manuals would apply the concepts from the book 
to real world trading.  

The manuals could be at three or four levels, beginner, int-low, int-high, and advanced.  

The beginner manual might cover a few strategies with a few adjustments most likely to be helpful.  

The intermediate levels would add some strategies and add some more complex adjustments to the previous levels manual. 

The advanced manual would have the most sophisticated strategies and the most complex adjustments to previous strategies. 

You could sell these trading manuals too!  Any position can be dissected or adjusted numerous ways but some dissections or adjustments may be better or easier for people to follow as
they progress up the learning curve.

Some adjustments are smarter depending on how the spot has moved or how volatility has changed since putting on the position.  There are numerous other factors to consider before
putting on a position, or making an adjustment, some of which -- thank you -- you kindly share in your article on the AAPL trade.  However it would be great if all the things to check 
before putting on a position or making an adjustment were in a single manual with a sort of "check list".  (Of course trading is more complicated than a check list however the idea 
behind the manuals would be not to make trades for others but point out what a trader needs to consider before doing a trade, or adjusting a trade, and point out the pitfalls if some
factor is not considered before hand or if the markets simply go against you.  

Some key factors being bid-ask spreads or the relationship of IV to HV; or whether IV is rising, flat or declining.  The point of the manuals being to list a few recommended strategies 
with pointers to consider --- one by one --- before doing the trade or making the adjustment. and at the lower levels, just a handful of strategies with just a few simple adjustments.  

My two cents!  And I wish you good luck if you choose to pursue this.  (I would certainly be a buyer!)....Art

Ri$k Doctor trading manuals
« Reply #1 on: February 11, 2008, 08:38:22 PM »

Thank you, Art.

I am sure you are exactly correct and I wish I had the time to complete the task.  In the meantime, I am, to a lesser degree, achieving these objectives in these live trading events 
where we; 
scrutinize a bunch of trades (that AAPL trade being one of them) according to the types of criteria you mention. 
After the live in-person event (also simulcasting live over the Internet in a conference room), we move to a private Forum to;
monitor them;
adjust or roll them;
and liquidate them or neutralize them or box them off.

All of the trades have different experiences to learn from.  

Until I can get to your suggestions, I suggest you attend or go for the recorded DC event.



Dear Charles,
I also wanted to add the possibility of buying the manuals on a "by strategy" basis, because some of us are interested in only a handful of strategies.  For example, with wing spreads, it is 
easy to visualize a beginner, intermediate and advanced manual with more complex versions of wingspreads like the broken wing butterflies or ratioed flies addressed in the later manuals.  

However, even for a "simple" strategy like verticals there can be a set of adjustments varying from the simple to the more ingenious and non-obvious.  Also, some folks just like to do 
certain strategies as it suits their personalities.
Art

Ri$k Doctor trading manuals
« Reply #3 on: April 01, 2008, 06:01:08 AM »

Thanks Art,

I realize the benefits of separate beginner, intermediate and advanced levels of each of these topics.  Again, it is all about time and there is so much basic material out there that 
reinventing the wheel is not to motivating for me.

Having said that, I have indeed created individual strategy videos with the RiskDoctor Strategy Intensives Series.

1. The Versitile Vertical
2. Straddles & Strangles (Dynamic Gamma Scalping)
3. Practical Uses of the Greeks
4. Butterflies, Condors & Other Wing Spreads
5. Calendar Configurations
6. Advanced Hybrid Hedge Strategies
7. Nuances of the Implied Volatility Skew

There is very little overlap of what I said in the book and they all start at a beginning level and work up to advanced.  I would be surprised if anything more can be said about these 
topics than that which is presented in each module.

They are each at least two hours long and have a manual and homework problems.

All available in the OnDemand section of Vimeo.

tarttatin trading manuals
« Reply #4 on: April 01, 2008, 04:12:02 PM »

Thank you Charles.  I will check out the strategy intensives for the strategies that I'm interested in...Art

trading manuals
« Reply #2 on: March 31, 2008, 12:05:22 AM »

tarttatin

http://www.riskdoctor.com/webinars.htm
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friskyrisky Any seattle area students?
« on: December 10, 2007, 10:21:43 PM »

hello, are there any other Seattle area students of risk doctor? if there are, PM me or email me!

I'm involved in local meetings related to options. there are about 10 of us, including a few RD folks, who meet regularly 
to discuss and swap strategies and trade stories of profits (and losses!  

SeaTrader Any seattle area students?
« Reply #1 on: March 27, 2008, 10:20:31 AM »

Hello FriskyRisky, 

     I am a RD Student.  I read OTTHR and am now re-reading to absorb all the tid-bits of Option trading Knowledge I can before taking other Risk Doctor courses.  I all so meet with 
other Traders in the area... known as ??Seattle Mastermind Trading?.  Respond and let me know how to find your group and I can arrange to meet you there.

Ri$k Doctor Any seattle area students?
« Reply #2 on: April 01, 2008, 06:04:20 AM »

Thanks FriskyRisky,

Let me know if your group wishes to have a Free Q&A session that we can do over the Internet.

Charles
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aguison Credit Spread Trades
« on: February 21, 2008, 08:34:32 PM »

Hi Charles

I want to put on a bear call spread on Potash (POT) currently at 156.87

My technical analysis indicates POT won't go up any further.



Trade 2 is to sell the March 170/175 call spread for 1.10.  It has a probability of 75% and risk of 3.90.  
Expected return is 28%

Trade 3 is to sell the March 175/180 call spread for .60.  Probability is 81% and risk of 4.40.  
Expected return of 14%.

Trade 1 is to sell the March 165/170 call spread for 1.45.  It has a probability of 68% and risk of 3.55.  
Expected return is 40%.

Which trade would you take?  

Next question:  If my risk per position was $3,500 and I took Trade 1, I 

would sell 10 contracts.

If I took Trade 2, I would sell 9 contracts and if I took Trade 3, I would 

only sell 8 contracts.  Would this be the right way to size a position?I am 

enclosing the chart for POT and risk graphs for Trades 1, 2 and 3.

Best regards

Al



Normally, I prefer to play with short premium credit spreads and am willing to risk more to make less.  In this case where there is no visible means of resistance,  risking less to make 
more, with a cheap shot debit spread makes more sense, if I had to go short.  Diamonetrically, I would not be ready to short POT, right now.

Ri$k Doctor Credit Spread Trades
« Reply #1 on: February 27, 2008, 07:03:05 AM »

Because this is TOP Picking (which is hard to do) and IV being so low, I would be more 
inclined to buy 20 MAR 150/145 put debit spread for 1.75. 



Credit Spread Trades
« Reply #4 on: March 25, 2008, 07:07:02 AM »

Ri$k Doctor Credit Spread Trades
« Reply #3 on: February 28, 2008, 08:27:20 AM »

I don't put much faith in the probability calculations and prefer to bring the decision making back 
down to Earth and into my body and choose  positions that match my intuition and comfort level 
while adhering closely to the support and resistance levels that dictate my strike selections and 
action points. 

For example, if and when I do get motivated to short POT with a short call spread, I would go 
with the closest vertical whose short strike is just above my resistance area on order to maximize 
the positive Theta.  If it breaks out and closes above my resistance, often I give it a day to see if 
it is a fake-out vs. a bona fide break-out.  If it stays above, I get out.  That's it.  I say I wrong 
and if it later breaks back down, I reconstruct my Diaminetric Grid (because the criss-crossing of 
the recent activity that chopped me up, negates or invalidates the previous Grid (it becomes 
garbage, not to be relied upon).  I leave the probability game to others and applaud their craft as 
long as they act on good trading rules and admit that they are wrong and get out.  

Praying to the 'Probability God' and crossing one's fingers doesn't usually work.

Ri$k Doctor
Grid for March 25th:

Option Prices for MAR Expiry:

aguison Credit Spread Trades
« Reply #2 on: February 27, 2008, 08:36:51 PM »

Hi Charles,
I got it.  Due to low IV and the technical analysis not showing POT topping out, the call 
credit spread trades are not your preferred trade.
Thank you for the alternate trade and the Diamonetric analysis.

However, assuming for the moment that IV was OK and that POT was ripe for rolling over, 
I was after your evaluation of which of the 3 credit spread trades to take, given the 
different risk/reward and probabilities of each.

I attended some TOS workshops and their approach (as I remember) is to take the highest 
reward/risk trades as long as the probabilities (which they quickly estimate as risk / 
margin) are over 55%.  What is your criteria for trade selection for these types of trades?

Thank you

Al

IV Chart at MAR Expiry:
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Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #4 on: June 15, 2006, 12:11:31 AM »

haim Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« on: June 14, 2006, 08:08:20 AM »

Hi Charles, 

I wrote an Iron Condor on SPX June 1195/1200/1320/1325.
And with the market falling down, and two more days to expiration (plus the expiration gap), 
how may I squeeze the maximum of what may remain from my position  (which a-priori I'll buy back if SPX goes under 1210). 
Just Brute force and buy back the PUT spread? rollover to let's say the 1180/1185?
Build a new strategy based on the actual position?

Not so easy for my little pinhead. 

Ri$k Doctor Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #1 on: June 14, 2006, 10:07:47 AM »

In my 25 years at this, I have seen, heard, experienced having those worthless options come to life and bite hard.  I have come to grips with it by having the golden rule that: if it 
is something is too cheap to be short (synonymous with: I would not initiate a sale it at this cheap price) then buy it back.  The options you speak of, in my mind, are too cheap to 
be short.  So for me there wouldn't be "any squeezing the last few drops out".  It would have been closed out and on to a more creative way to be short beefier premium.
Having said all that, I "know" of some folks (and you may be the same) who only sell that real little stuff and make a great living................... for a while. 
BTW: I get to "know" these folks only because they found the Ri$k Doctor in order to learn a new way to play the game.

haim Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #2 on: June 14, 2006, 01:05:07 PM »

Hi Risk$Doctor
thanks for your reply
In fact I sold these Iron Condors three weeks ago for a credit of 10%.
I certainly shall not had sold them for less then 6%

In the other hand shall i understand from your reply that you never had sold large wing Iron condors? 

Bye,

Haim

Ri$k Doctor Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #3 on: June 14, 2006, 02:50:25 PM »

On the contrary, I love Iron Condors.  Just not that cheap.

haim

oki
so if I understand well, you sell narrower IC's for much more credit, and don't hold them untill expiration, but buy them back with the help of Time Decay God and Theta appreciation.

Did i get it right?

Thanks

Haim



Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #5 on: June 15, 2006, 08:39:42 AM »

Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #7 on: June 18, 2006, 06:49:26 PM »

Ri$k Doctor

Yes

bb35360 Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #6 on: June 17, 2006, 12:16:30 AM »

Haim,
I've come to realize that the only "safe" way to play a market neutral portfolio is by spreading your bets out among different underlyings, placed at different times, using short and long 
vega plays, and using reasonable bet size.  I suppose the concepts of good trading apply to whatever form of speculation you partake in.  Diversification, bet small, and always protect 
yourself.

ST

Ri$k Doctor

I would also diversify with regard to delta.  33% bullish, 33% bearish, 33% playing for sideways, and 1% (not often) beting for a big move in either direction.

jhickman Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #8 on: October 23, 2006, 03:25:21 AM »

Hi everyone
I just registered and thought I'd ask a question. Do folk generally leg into the iron condor vertical by vertical or sell it as a package?
JH

jhickman Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #9 on: October 23, 2006, 03:27:33 AM »

(--Ri$k Doctor @ June 14 2006,18:50)
QUOTE
On the contrary, I love Iron Condors.  Just not that cheap.

Hi Charles
What would you regard as the minimum return for an IC, say on a % per day basis? I use 0.5 to 1% per day as a guide for an index IC and 2%/day for stock IC's. Is this too simplistic?
JH

Ri$k Doctor Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #10 on: October 24, 2006, 03:47:38 PM »

It is probably too simplistic.  Do you make money consistantly?  If yes then it aint broke so don't fix it.  I think it can be too simplistic if you do not measure it relatively.  What I mean is 
that the range of an Iron can represent a larger percentage of the underlying price with different underlyings.  For example;
A 2% move in GOOG ($470ish) is almost 1 strike (9.70 is almost $10.00).  Compare that to:
A 2% move in AAPL ($80ish) is less than about a 3rd of a strike (1.60 almost 1.67 -- a 3rd of 5.00).  Compare that to:
A 2% move in NDX ($1700ish) is beyond 1 strike ($34 is beyond $25.00 which can be 5 strikes near expiration). 
It's all relative.



(Ri$k Doctor @ Jun. 18 2006,10:49)
QUOTE
I would also diversify with regard to delta.  33% bullish, 33% bearish, 33% playing for sideways, and 1% (not often) betting for a big move in either direction.

Charles,
Can you please suggest how to diversify with regard to delta?  Are you suggesting the use of bullish and bearish debit verticals and ATM butterflies?

Thanks,
KTC

Ri$k Doctor Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #12 on: February 21, 2008, 09:04:06 AM »

Verticals for direction and butterflies or calendars, depending on IV levels, for range trades.

Deltas, ideally, can be capital weighted and beta weighted to achieve adequate representation.

Beta-weighting is generally available and Cap-weighting may require an example:

A $300 stock with an ATM call with a +.50 delta is 10 times greater than an offsetting $30 stock with an ATM put with a -.50 delta.  So in order to be ballanced with regard to bullish and 
bearish, you need 10 of the $30 puts for each $300 call.  So it goes for deltas generated by verticals and so forth.

Getting rid of a written vertical spread
« Reply #11 on: February 19, 2008, 10:44:14 PM »

kubikconcepts
Newbie
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RUT Iron Condor trade
« on: February 08, 2008, 05:30:31 AM »

aguison

Charles,

Question on the following trade I have:

  20 RUT MAR Iron Condor  590/610/820/840
  Initiated on 2/1/08 when RUT @713 for a credit 2.10

I am trying to keep delta under +/- 100 so when market dropped down last Monday had to buy 1 690 put to be within my desired delta range,

Greeks are delta -4, gamma -2, theta 100, vega -300

Now, the delta of the short 610 put is -12 and close to my adjustment point which is -16 delta.  My
adjustment would be to remove some of the put spreads or maybe just some of the short puts to be within my limits.

What adjustments would you recommend?



Ri$k Doctor RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #1 on: February 08, 2008, 10:54:22 AM »

I wouldn't keep that 690 put and instead choose something further down around the 630 strike if you would like to scale in to that 
slingshot effect (accumulating 10 give you +10 by -20 by +20 Put Slingshot).  I would also consider rolling down the 820/40 spread 
going for a too cheap .40 and sell the 770/790 for about 2.40 (sell that 870/890/820/840 Call Condor for 1.80ish credit) to even out 
my deltas and maintain the positive theta.  

Rather than buy the 630 puts, you can scale on buying back 
some of the 590/610 verticals unbalancing your Iron 
Condor while balancing your Greeks.

aguison RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #2 on: February 08, 2008, 12:47:26 PM »

Dear Charles,

You are fantastic!  I never dreamed of selling the call condor (770/790/820/840) to roll down my call spreads.  Another tool in the arsenal just by joining RD!

My Greeks are now: Delta -65  Gamma -3  Theta 228  Vega  -600.  I also sold my +1 Mar 690 put.

aguison RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #3 on: February 14, 2008, 09:52:58 PM »

Dear Charles,

The current position on the condor is 20 Mar 590/610/770/790 and there is 1 long 750 call that I am using to keep my short deltas in check.

I need a clarification on a call side slingshot hedge - if the market rallies, I am planning to buy some more 750 calls to end up with +10 750/-20 770/+20 790.



Right now, the risk graph looks good in TOS.  However it assumes I am putting on the extra 750 calls TODAY.  But if I start putting them on when the market is going up, I would be
buying them at much higher prices and accumulating losses on the call credit spreads, thereby "butchering" my graph?

Would there be a better adjustment than the slingshot hedge?

Regards

Al

Ri$k Doctor RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #4 on: February 15, 2008, 06:54:34 AM »

The Slingshot, whether ti is 1 by 20 verticals or 10 by 20 verticals, is playing for an explosive move.  If you just want to maintain delta neutrality, it may be better to scalp a couple of 
ATM verticals (the 690/710 have 13 deltas each vs. the 20 deltas for the 750 calls) that are rather neutral with regard to vega, gamma and theta.  You will get a tighter market on the 
verticals, as well.  The only problem will be if RUT explodes. 

Each 'negative' gamma scalp loses while the Condor's premium decay profits. 

This opposite nuance was explained in gamma scalping in Chapter 4 with an outright straddle.  There is more in the Strategy Intensive #2 on Straddles and Strangles and Dynamic 
Gamma Scalping.  With long premium (naked long net units), it is good if the underlying explodes one way or the other.

At all points in the process, you have to be of the mindset that you would initiate the position at current levels, including the adjustment. 

Do you think RUT will breakout to the upside?  Or do you wish to keep your deltas in check?

aguison RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #5 on: February 15, 2008, 07:30:59 AM »

Just keeping my deltas in check.  Which BTW, I use 
this rule:

If I have 20 lots (i.e., 20/-20/-20/20) = 80 
contracts in total, I try to say between 80 deltas 
long and 80 deltas short.  

So if I just want to keep deltas in check, what's 
your recommendation?  Also are there any better 
rules that I should be using?

Ri$k Doctor RUT Iron Condor trade
« Reply #6 on: February 15, 2008, 08:12:51 AM »

Based on your desire to maintain delta neutrality, I would scalp 6*690/710 neutral premium verticals (while the deltas equal your 
preferred size of 80 deltas.  When the underlying gets out of that range you can roll that vertical via butterfly to the new ATM vertical 
(710/730 on the upside or 670/690 on the downside).  You can be creative and roll to an ATM vertical that is not necessarily 
adjacent such as the 700/720 going higher or 680/700 lower.  

If you find yourself racking up a lot of commissions, go back to TOS and negotiate a lower commission.  They will program it right 
into your account. 

There is no 'One size fits all' rule.  This is something you must develop for yourself over time.  Playing with real money while you 
learn should be in line with an amount you can afford to lose.  Assume the worst-case scenario where you will lose all $40,000 (less 
your credit).  If you cannot afford a $40K hit.  You are trading too big and need to diversify your capital over several trades over 
many other liquid (options) underlying issues. Live and learn.  Grow as you go.  
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kubikconcepts Need help with SlingShot calculations
« on: February 11, 2008, 09:58:45 AM »

Hello,
I am trying to figure out how to use the slingshot hedge.  In trying to apply this hedge to an existing ES (S& P 500 E Mini Futures) position.  I got clobbered by the down market.  Given 
that I have taken the steep ride down the underlying, I want to use the slingshot hedge.  I own the OTTHR book.

Let's say the ES is at currently at 1330.  In order to put up a slingshot hedge, I buy the 1330 Put @ 48 points.  Then I make up this cost with credit verticals: 2X(sell the 1340 call @ 48 
and buy the 1380 call at 24).

So the hedge has been setup for even money.  How do I figure out the breakeven points for this position?  Can you help me figure out the equations for BreakEven points, 

What does the width of the credit vertical mean to the slingshot hedge?  I am trying to understand how the width affects the behavior of the hedge.

Does the slingshot hedge not apply to MTM markets like the futures and futures options?

I KNOW THIS IS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE..SO I SHOULD BE WRONG.  Let's say I setup the above hedge using a 1340 put and 2x(sell 1350 call - buy 1410 call).  If the underlying were 
to fall then my credit vertical will expire worthless and i could exercise the 1340 put.  WHAT AM I MISSING IN THIS?

Thanks,
KTC

Ri$k Doctor Need help with SlingShot calculations
« Reply #1 on: February 11, 2008, 08:03:11 PM »

Here is what you are missing:
You are not creating slingshot constructs with strikes that have wings that are equidistant to the body.  This creates more short butterfly risk but is OK if you have the risk tolerance. 
Dissection for the 1330/1340/1380 Construct:

and...



Although you have net long calls, synthetically at the higher strike, you have a 
Broken Wing Butterflies along the path to get through The BWB portion is pictured 
below, from the book:

To be more balanced like the first example in the book you would have to go with strikes like either of the following: 
Dissection for the 1330/1350/1370 Construct:

Dissection for the 1340/1350/1410 Construct:



Dissection for the 1330/1360/1390 Construct:

You do not have to have perfectly equidistant strike configurations and can dial in a bit more risk with this one, for example: 
Dissection for the 1340/1370/1410 Construct:

It seems to arbitrary to select your strikes simply because you can make a trade for 
even-money.  After all the position has a synthetic cost different to the put versus the 
verticals.  One should be cognizant of the synthetic cost: The debit of the extra call kicker 
plus the debit of the long butterflies minus the credit of the short butterflies.

I have been more successful in determining support and resistance and acting when 
violations to my expected price areas occur.  I would rather pay a little extra or receive a 
little less and have more appropriate strike placement.

kubikconcepts Need help with SlingShot calculations
« Reply #2 on: February 11, 2008, 09:16:59 PM »

WOW !!! WOW !!!
I am going to scrape that money together and sign up with you as soon as I can.  Like I told you I am on a very steep climb back.  But I can see how you really expose the position inside out.
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tarttatin proposed march trades for time decay
« on: February 10, 2008, 10:36:35 AM »

Dear Charles and Others,
The following time decay trades look interesting for March:

HON long JUN/MAR 55 Put Calendar spread for 1.90 debit; rising IV will help and the stock appears range bound.  VIA.B long the MAR 35/40/45 butterfly for 2.55 debit; a drop in IV will help this 
trade and stock also appears range bound. BMC long the MAR 22.5/25 debit call vertical for 2.40 debit; IV appears flat on this range bound stock.  
Comments?  
Thank you!  Art

Ri$k Doctor proposed march trades for time decay
« Reply #1 on: February 11, 2008, 09:05:23 PM »

QUOTE
HON long JUN/MAR 55 Put Calendar spread for 1.90 debit; rising IV will help and the stock appears range bound.

The Trade for HON looks OK. IV is neither high nor low and the stock seems pretty stable for now.  Beware that there may be downward pressure on it or it won't participate in a rally as it leaves being 
a component of the DOW 30.

VIA/B (VIA.B) and BMC have very little option volume activity so markets can tend to be wide and unattractive to get involved with.
QUOTE
VIA.B long the MAR 35/40/45 butterfly for 2.55 debit; a drop in IV will help this trade and stock also appears range bound.

For VIA/B your play seems reasonable as long as the Market Makers let you in and out with reasonable fills.

QUOTE
BMC long the MAR 22.5/25 debit call vertical for 2.40 debit; IV appears flat on this range bound stock.

Paying 2.40 for a 2.50 call spread is the same but harder to trade than selling the same put spread for .10.  
However, picking up dimes* in front of steamrollers can be a very flattening experience.  

If you want to play for range bound, then play for range bound with a butterfly or calendar but not by selling cheap worthless stuff.  That's how you get killed in the end.  I've said it before and I will keep 
saying it.  If you get away with that sort of profiting, your account is going to grow and you will trade bigger and then when you have a huge size on, that will be the time when the market will show you 
who is boss.  You're dead (heaven forbid) and the market keeps on going and going and going.

*'Dimes' are 10 cent pieces for our, foreign to the States, friends.
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aguison aguison -- verticals, diagonals, butterflies and calendars
« on: February 04, 2008, 03:14:14 PM »

Dear Charles,

I am a new subscriber to your service.  I've been trading for about 4 years, mainly condors on just a handful of indices.

Here's my question - if I want to expand my trading to verticals, diagonals, butterflies and calendars, does the RiskDoctor have an approach for identifying trading candidates?

How do professionals like yourself find their trades?

Ri$k Doctor aguison -- verticals, diagonals, butterflies and calendars
« Reply #1 on: February 05, 2008, 09:57:25 AM »

Professionals like me?  For every trader, there is another approach, professional or otherwise.  Before I get into what I like to do, most of what I teach is the whole options landscape
whether I trade that way or not.  

My experience lends itself to getting on the same page as my students and clients to try to help them remove, what I see as, either bad habits or dead-end roads and maximize their
individual talents to match their personalities.

I personally look for setups using Diamonetrics to identify a likely expiration range.

Someone else asked yesterday,
QUOTE
??Risk$Doctor,  Do you use any kind of timing or trigger mechanism in addition to the Grids to enter and or exit a trade, i.e. technical indicators??

My response:

Timing?  Only in the sense that I will choose my expiration month bases upon my projections of a likely expiration range. 

Trigger? Not in the traditional sense. I look at the options chains and IV levels to determine which strategy (butterfly, condor, calendar, vertical, double diagonal or broken wing 
butterfly) is priced where I can say to myself, " I like the risk/reward available to me now.?  This is in conjunction with being cognizant of whether the current opportunity will be 
generally available or get better depending on price movement or time going by.

For example, if the underlying price is at the low end of a trend channel, I may opt for a bull spread that may wind up later as a butterfly, and not want to miss the bounce.  If IV is
low, according to a Diamonetric Grid using the IV Chart, I may opt for a higher strike calendar.  Because I am expecting a bounce, I will go for it, without hesitation.

Triggering an action:
If the underlying is in the center of a Diamond and IV is not cheap or fat, I may wait for the underlying to visit the North end of the channel for a bullish leg, or South end of the
channel for a bearish leg.  I may wait for IV to dip close to support for a calendar or peak near resistance for a butterfly so that could be the trigger.  

aguison aguison -- verticals, diagonals, butterflies and calendars
« Reply #2 on: February 05, 2008, 01:09:44 PM »

Hi Charles,

Thanks for the quick reply.  You answered my question partially.  I feel that I probably didn't ask my question clearly, so let's try again -

How do you end up with your trade candidate instruments?  e.g., AAPL, GOOG, SPX, etc.  Do you have a select universe of stocks/indexes that you familiarize yourself with and trade 
regularly or do you use a screener?
I'm trying to fix a problem I have right now - I'm using Investools (associated with TOS) and picking stocks from leading sectors/industries, with good fundamentals and trending 
charts to identify bullish candidates and using the reverse to identify bearish candidates.  
It just hasn't been working for me.  Wanted to get your thoughts

Ri$k Doctor aguison -- verticals, diagonals, butterflies and calendars
« Reply #3 on: February 08, 2008, 11:04:05 AM »

Yes, I have on my radar a small universe (50 or so) of high options liquidity stocks and run Diamonetric Grids on them and wait for ripe opportunities. 

I don't use scanners.  

I get bullish, bearish or range-ish according to the Grids.  I am open to tips or get interested in new symbols to add to my watch list but if there is very little liquidity and wide markets, 
I lose interest immediately.  I won't play where the odds of good fills is stacked against me.
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tarttatin Interesting article on making trade adjustments
« on: January 17, 2008, 03:57:32 AM »

Dear Charles or others: this link is to an interesting article on adjusting trades by Michael Catolico from TheOptionClub.com.  I would appreciate your comments.  

Arthur    Adjustments by Michael Catolico.pdf

Ri$k Doctor Interesting article on making trade adjustments
« Reply #1 on: January 21, 2008, 01:50:20 PM »

I gave it a quick overview and Michael communicates the concepts 
clearly and has nice illustrations that go more into overlapping detail 
using "Hockey-Stick" Graphs to result in morphed positions much like 
the consciousness of the Options Metamorphosis in Chapter 2 of 
"Options Trading: The Hidden Reality".

I liked Michael's discussion of the nature of a position being a personal choice.
He covers the basics very well but my eyes glaze over when reading volatility equations (I am not a mathematician). 
I think one thing that should always be emphasized about adjustments is the concept of:

"Would you the trade from scratch that you are thinking of adjusting into?" If no then don't adjust into that.  If yes, 
then make the adjustment.    

From Chapter 2:
RULE  THE  BEAST

1. Predetermine strategy based on market opinion.
2. Predetermine point of entry based on an attractive price level.
3. Predetermine profit-and-loss objective based on pain threshold.
4. Enter the market.
5. Ongoiing live reassessment of the position at current price levels.

Would the trader execute the same trade now if he or she were not already in the market?  If the answer is yes, then the traders 
should do nothing and stay in the position.  If the trader would never execute the trade at this point, this is where he or she should 
either exit the trade or change the nature of the beast.  When looking to adjust the prevailing prices must represent a good value as 
if it were a fresh new initiation price.  If not, one should exit.  Failure to do so is a contradiction of desires.  In example A, again, the 
trader would have to like the idea of having a long call vertical at the current price of $3.00 which can only go to $5.00.  If he or she 
had no position and prefers not to buy that spread for $3.00, then it is pointless to stay in the trade.  It would be inappropriate to 
stay in the trade just because it was legged  into for free.  Long-term consistent winnings in the market have much to do with taking 
profits.  If that spread goes from $3.00 to worthless, the trader will wish that he or she had taken the profits. There is no 
justification for adjusting into positions that the trader normally would not put on at current prices.  If there is an adjustment to the 
position it should be managed like it is new without past consideration to accumulated profits or loss on the prior setup.

Rule the Beast (continued)

6. Redetermine strategy based on new market opinion.
7. Predetermine point of entry for adjustment (changing the beast).
8. Predetermine a profit-and-loss objective.
9. Exit or adjust the position.
10. Ongoing ??live? reassessment of the basic position profile in simplest terms at current price levels.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/Vimeo/OptionAdjustmentsbyMichaelCatolico.pdf
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tarttatin Possible trade for time decay
« on: January 14, 2008, 11:43:56 PM »

Dear Charles:  please accept my wishes for a happy and prosperous 2008!  I really enjoyed our discussion. Although I read your book and trading article on AAPL during my vacation, 
these are packed with so much information that I could not absorb it all.  There are layers and layers in there!  I have made studying your book and article one of my goals for 2008. I 
believe you mentioned that you would possibly be willing to comment on possible trades.  

I see two possible trades on symbol AVP (Avon Products) which I expect to stay in a trading range on a short term basis.  Specifically I am considering either long the Feb 25 call and 
short the 30 call for a net debit of 4.70 or long the Feb 50 put and short the 45 put also for a net debit of 4.70.  

The historical volatility has been pretty low but implied volatility has increased significantly recently.  As you pointed out during our call, a vertical spread is not that affected by the 
possibility that the MM's could bring IV down. If you have any comments,thank you very much in advance.  Arthur 

(Also if others have comments on the topic of capturing time decay, I would appreciate them very much.)

Ri$k Doctor Possible trade for time decay
« Reply #1 on: January 21, 2008, 01:38:51 PM »

It makes very little sense to trade the LONG DEEP ITM verticals (wider bid/ask spreads) when they are synthetically SHORT OTM verticals (much more attractive to trade). 

Below is an image showing your trades:

Columns F is for the Calls and column H is for the puts.  What you see in columns C (synthetic short OTM call vertical) and K (synthetic short OTM put vertical) are the cheap credits 
collected synthetically. BTW it is basically an Iron Condor for about a .60 credit, risking 4.40 to make .60.  It will probably make money but there are better ways to make money for the 
risk taken. MMs bring IV down will help your profitability in this case.  And because these spreads are away from the money they have more sensitivity to IV than closer spreads.  ATM 
spreads are neutral with respect to overall IV but have sensitivity to supply and demand forces on the skew.
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OptionJedi RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« on: December 16, 2007, 07:23:31 PM »

Been reading a few books on the turtle experiment and trend trading.  Has anyone tried to marry options trading and trend trading?  On the surface it would seem that they are 
incompatible given the focus on lots of trades in the underlying that are small losers and a few big winner.

Any experiences?

Ri$k Doctor RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« Reply #1 on: December 17, 2007, 06:10:29 AM »

Plenty play for trends.  Even Diamonetrics identifies trends, counter trends and intersections of trends for likely expiration range trades.  No one has shared with me whether they have 
been using Turtle consciousness for their strategy constructs.

bb35360 RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« Reply #2 on: December 17, 2007, 07:20:58 PM »

It's not that trend trading is not possible with options.  But the Turtle's method originally involved buying and selling breakouts which is so much easier with the underlying and more 
liquid products.  Not to mention if your only interested in a pure directional play, why complicate your position with theta and vega.

st

arp RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« Reply #3 on: January 04, 2008, 09:07:18 AM »

Assuming the underlying has liquid options and plenty of strikes, a simple method of trend following would be to use verticals to follow the trend.  If the market moves in your favor, you 
then roll the vertical in the direction of the trend, locking in profits.  I would start the position with a neutral premium vertical (ATM) if I don't want to make any guesses about volatility. 

The advantage of using a limited risk option strategy, such as a vertical, would be that the underlaying can gap through your trailing stops, but the option strategy will have a fixed risk.

- Ali

tricia RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« Reply #4 on: January 10, 2008, 06:31:14 PM »

arp, 
I am not sure what you mean by a neutral premium vertical (ATM). 

The idea of a fixed risk is certainly true, but it can also be achieved by playing with a certain amount that one may feel comfortable losing in any trade, should the market turn the other 
way, and thus there is no need for a spread, it may be just a long term call, even a LEAP. I've seen very successful directional plays with longer term options, but of course, some would 
lose, others make some, others a lot. In the end is a probability game.



Exhibit 5-3 from "Options Trading: The Hidden Reality"

The Red Rings identify areas of neutral premium.

Once the underlying moves in your favor (closer to the short strike) then the position becomes short premium.  Against you 

(closer to your long strike) it becomes long premium. What arp's idea is for normal moves in the underlying that an ATM 

vertical is an idela way to trend trade without the associated risks of being wrong about projecting volatility levels. tricia's 

idea of LEAPS would be correct for huge protracted moves.

*Stock Option Call Theta Models often includes interest carry of the underlying but there is a portion of the put and call

extrinsic value that erode at an identical rate.

Ri$k Doctor RiskDoctor plays nice with turtles?
« Reply #5 on: January 12, 2008, 09:48:23 PM »

An ATM Vertical is one where the underlying is right between the strikes.  At this point, each strike (one long and the other short) is equidistant from the underlying and making the 
vegas, gammas and thetas* the same (opposite) values.  With the underlying right between the strikes the premium is neutral with respect to vega, gamma and theta*.

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
mailto:riskillustrated@gmail.com
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=636
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